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From The Editors...

Well, guys...It’s almost Christmas. Hard to believe, huh? In a couple of weeks you’ll be sipping eggnog, wrapping gifts,
and devouring cookies. Or maybe some of you will be soaking up rays on a beach somewhere. Wherever you are, though,
I’m sure there will be plenty of Elf quotes and Mariah Carey Christmas songs. (Well, actually, just the one over and over
again, but that’s not the point.) Wherever/however you’re spending your Christmas break, here’s a list of handy rules
that always apply this time of year. No need to thank me.
1) Spritz cookies are a holiday equivalent to Cheez-its, intended to be eaten in handfuls.
2) It’s a Wonderful Life is an every Christmas kind of movie. Gift bags are always easier than wrapping paper.
3) It’s not worth it to try and get the paper off the back of those sticky wrapping bows. Save yourself the trouble and just
tape it.
4) Frank Sinatra is always great, but especially at Christmas.
5) There’s no such thing as too many Christmas lights. (Check out Grant Schwartz’s front yard. You won’t regret it.)
6) You are absolutely never too old for that 20 minute animated version of The Grinch….
7) Watching movies on New Year's Eve is strictly prohibited.
8) Don’t whine about the snow...please. No sweater is TOO ugly.
You’re welcome. Have a super spectacular Christmas! ~Jaq
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How to Survive the Winter
Faith L.

If you haven’t noticed, you currently live in Wisconsin. Another thing to observe is that it’s getting
colder. It’s an experience that the Midwest knows all too well, a season that shows up in November and
makes itself comfortable until May. Snow, icy roads, and subzero temperatures are about to become an
unavoidable part of your existence. But this doesn’t mean you have to give in to the cold. People who slip
on the icy paths to the Commons always stand up again, and you too can rise up against winter. Since 2015,
the average American adult has a shorter attention span than a goldfish, I’ll arrange my tips to beat the
cold in the form of a list:
1) Avoid long walks. Staying cooped up in the dorms is the quickest way to get the winter blues that we
know all too well, but sometimes it just isn’t worth the frostbite. I’m not discouraging you from going out
and having fun; just try to find a ride if you don’t have a car. Upperclassmen don’t bite.
2)Use the handrails on your way down to the Commons. Like I mentioned before, the paths are usually
icy—even when they look dry. Do NOT hang on to a friend thinking they’ll keep you stable. You could end
up bringing them down with you.
3)If you do end up stranded in the dorms, do something besides watching a movie or playing video games.
Think of someone you haven’t talked to in a while and stop by their room. Build a blanket fort. Study
Spanish for 15 minutes. Do a puzzle; I have a Finding Nemo one you can borrow.
4) When a rare sunny day does come around, try to soak it up. Some scientists attribute seasonal
depression in winter to a lack of sunlight. Vitamin D from the sun’s rays helps boost your limbic system,
which is the center for emotion in the brain.
5) Wear mittens instead of gloves. They tend to be warmer, and gloves are the hand version of toe socks.
Ick.
6) Be careful what shoes you wear. Snow is water, and water is wet, and wet shoes aren’t the best type of
shoes to have. If you make a bad footwear choice and end up with soggy cloggys, sticking newspaper in
them overnight will dry out the insides and keep them from smelling bad.
7) Invest in some hot chocolate or apple cider mix. One minute and 39 seconds is always my go-to
microwave time for hot drinks, but that number is up for individual interpretation.
8) Wear layers. This one goes without saying. Break out that puffy winter jacket that makes you look like a
marshmallow. Don’t be shy.
9) Find ways to enjoy it. Snow can be annoying, but it can also be fun. Go sledding or snowboarding. Have a
snowball fight (Is that allowed? Can I encourage that?). Build a snowman or a snowSullivan or whatever
you can think up.
10) If all else fails, try going into hibernation.

FINALS WEEK

Tips

Becca K.
1) Get plenty of sleep so you can concentrate on your tests.
2) Eat breakfast so you have energy and can focus. Bring a water bottle to classes so you can stay alert.
3) Study with a buddy. Make flash cards, use Quizlet, quiz others, anything that works for you. Start earlier
rather than later. Attend study sessions if they’re available.
4) Relax. If you feel stressed out, take a break and take a walk or practice piano. Then return to your
studies with a fresh mind.
5) Bring a book or study materials to each and every class. That way you can have something to do if you
get done early. You’ll have ninety minutes for each class, so you’ll probably have lots of extra time.
6) If you get stuck or panicked during a test, take a few deep breaths and move on to the next question
(especially during science and math tests). This may sound cliché, but it helped me a ton during the ACT.
7) Remember the basics: pencils, erasers, notebook paper, calculator. Bring a ruler or compass if
necessary.

Faith & Rose
Cozy Christmas
Playlist
I already have a feeling that some of you may hate us for this playlist. This could be for two reasons: 1) You
don’t like Christmas music.
1) It’s the same stuff every year and you’re sick of it.
2) There’s a Justin Bieber song on here. For those of you who relate to reason number 2, I’ll refer you to
James Schaser’s article a few issues back. Plus, let’s be honest, the Biebs has a decent Christmas album. I can’t
be the only one who doesn’t switch the station when “Mistletoe” comes on the radio . . . right? I can’t keep a
straight face when I sing “shawty” (Is that even how you spell it? I’m not hip enough to know.), but the song
gets me in the Christmas spirit nonetheless. And for those of you who relate to reason number 1, I get where
you’re coming from. It’s easy to get annoyed with all these corny, overplayed songs about Santa and fireplaces
and equating your love interest to a Christmas present. We tried our best to avoid these by compiling a list
that isn’t terribly overplayed. We couldn’t help adding some classics, though. Dean Martin never gets old; don’t
argue with me on this one. Now that all the Scrooges are out of the way, let’s get down to business. We hope
you enjoy these wintery tunes, five modern and five oldies. As always, you can find them all on Spotify under
the username flashplaylists. Happy listening!
“The Heartache Can Wait” by Brandi Carlile
“In Like A Lion” (Always Winter) by Relient K
“Mistletoe” by Justin Bieber
“Winter Song” by Sara Barielles and Ingrid Michaelson
“It’s Beginning to Look A Lot Like Christmas” by Michael Buble
“Wonderful Christmastime” by Paul McCartney
“I’m Gonna Be Warm This Winter” by Connie Francis
“The Christmas Song” by Nat King Cole
“Baby It’s Cold Outside” by Dean Martin
“Christmas All Over Again” by Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers

Have the PDA Rules Gone too Far?
I could answer this question yes, not bother with the rest of the article, and I think I’d still have most of the
student body on my side. But I won’t. Here are all of the reasons and ways I believe the PDA rules have gone
too far.
The vagueness of the rule itself is one of the most frustrating aspects. I quote, “Remember that dating
is a time to get to know someone intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually, but not sexually. Therefore, we
require that physical display of affection by students not appear to be sensual or sexual and be limited to
contact such as hand holding.” The last sentence baffles me. I completely agree that physical displays of
affection by students should not be sensual or sexual. Yet, I do not think that the only appropriate display of
affection left is handholding. While this does not necessarily imply that hugging, or similar contact is
inappropriate, by excluding it from the allowed affection, I take it to mean that it could be. I find it frustrating
that contact “such as hand holding” is acceptable, but holding hands while resting one’s head on another’s
shoulder is unacceptable and will earn one a mark. Believe me. I think an improvement would be changing
the rule from Physical Displays of Affection to Physical Displays of Lust. Affection is not wrong, lust is. I
realize that distinguishing what is appropriate could still be difficult, but at least the scolding or punishment
would be deserved in most cases. It is common in modern society for friends to hug in greeting and farewell,
and for many other reasons. I think if you told someone outside our circles that here, friends of opposite sex
can’t give each other a hug between classes, but friends of the same sex could, they’d look at you funny.
Imagine if you told them cousins have been warned for PDA.
If the rule itself does not change, I hope the way it is enforced does. In my experience, students are not
always warned or even told when they have received marks for PDA. How are we supposed to learn from our
“mistake” when we are unaware that it occurred? I believe Prof Sullivan would say the same thing he said
about the dress code, with this matter. That “a rule is a rule. We’re not trying to embarrass anyone.” I respect
this very much. Unfortunately, I know of multiple instances where students were made to feel uncomfortable
and embarrassed when confronted. This encourages other students to tease the culprits, and to joke about
the matter as if the rule is not a serious one.
So far, I’ve basically been on a rant about my experience. A more general point I’d like to emphasize is
the difference between a physical display of affection and a sexual display of affection. Jon noted this in the
last issue. I do not, and doubt I ever will, consider a hug a sexual act. Think of all the relatives you hug. I
understand the difference between the relationship of a father and daughter and that of a boyfriend and
girlfriend, I do. But I’ve never found that hugging a boyfriend, or any boy, has tempted me to lust. Now I’ve
never been a boy, so I won’t speak as one, but I would never judge another’s ability to resist temptation based
on gender. As each of us has only experienced one side of this argument, that of our gender, how can we claim
to know the situation of the other?
I think that physical displays of affection are a good example of adiaphora, and an area we must look
at with Christian judgment before our own opinions. The impression the Bible has given me is that we must
resist lust, as any sin. That lust is a severe sin, as any sin. Yet I have trouble ignoring the impression the Bible
gives about relationships. I honestly believe that our ability to comfort and convey affection through a touch
or a hug is a blessing. I think it makes us human, in the good sense. The question I run into when considering
PDA is: should our wariness of falling into sin prevent us from making use of the blessing we’ve been given in
physical affection?
-Joci Gamble

Gunny’s Report
Boys Basketball
Gunnard Sippert

This year could be a special one for the boys Varsity basketball team here at ILHS. After a
disappointing 4-17 campaign last year, this 2015-16 squad is ready to return to the top of the Dairyland.
After three strong nonconference showings and three nonconference wins to kick off the season, the
Lancers now only have three non-Dairyland conference games left. Let’s delve a little deeper into the other
teams of the Dairyland Small Conference in addition to ILHS. Five scouting reports are listed below with the
dates that the Lancers play each of their conference foes in parentheses (Bold=home game). I hope that all
of those who decide to read this show up to Varsity games with a little bit more knowledge of our
competition.
Alma/Pepin (1/25, 2/22) - Fewer players went out for the co-op Eagles this year, causing them only to be
able to suit up a Varsity team. However, this team should most definitely not be overlooked. Battle-tested
senior point guard Trevor Heit, versatile wing Logan Carroll, and talented (2014-15 2nd Team Dairyland
Small All-Conference) post Caiden Haake will make this Eagles team to be a tough out.
Eau Claire Immanuel Lutheran - Immanuel returns much of its Varsity squad from last year. Despite losing
their leading scorer Caleb Noeldner and leading rebounder Carl Ryan, this team is on the upswing. Point
guard Bryan Sydow and Jonathan Gamble are now in their third full season on Varsity. They are joined by
second-year Varsity player and starter David Hein and second-year players Sam Lisak, Jonah Albrecht, Riley
Sotnyk, and Calvin Ryan. Those second-full-year players all have a great amount of experience and
chemistry with each other due to their success on the JV team of 2013-14 which went 17-3. The seven
returnees are joined by Matt and Nick White, both of whom were called up to the team at the end of last
season for the postseason. Junior guard Sam Buck and junior post Ben Naumann moved up with the Whites
to complete the roster. The Lancers will have a relatively superior amount of experience compared to the
rest of the conference and will be looking to use that to their advantage.
Eleva-Strum (12/5, 2/16) - While the Cardinals did lose an incredibly productive senior class, they can take
solace in the fact that the guys who lead their team this year will be around for another one after this
season ends. Juniors Matthew Higley and Jedediah Lorenz are the main returning contributors on the team
and will be relied upon as they are their most experienced Varsity players. Several talented bench players
and JV call-ups from last year’s teams make up the rest of the roster. The club’s strong coaching and
effective player development will keep the Cardinals towards the top of the conference.
Gilmanton (12/11, 2/11) - If Eleva-Strum’s significant loss of their senior class wasn’t enough for the
Dairyland Small to handle, Gilmanton followed suit. They lost even more production, in fact, in the form of
1st Team Dairyland Small All-Conference and WBCA Division 5 All-State Honorable Mention Devin Oesau,
in addition to All-Conference 2nd Teamer Desmond Davis and Honorable Mentions Brody Larson and
Weston Gumbert. With the immense amount of senior talent lost, the Panthers will turn to their juniors
Damontae Dewitt and Nick Urness to guide this young team through the year.
Independence (12/8, 2/8) - The Indees’ one-win 2014-15 season obviously wasn’t an ideal one. Seniors
Nathan Warner and Jordan Speltz, junior Jonathan Warner, and a group of sophomores that performed well
at the JV level last year will be looking to turn things around for Independence this season.
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Jon & Sam
We avoided hymns here because they would completely dominate the nice list and we don’t have the time to
go through them all.

Naughty
“I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus”
Aside from the strong vocals that usually come with this song, this Christmas song lacks everything else.
First off, it’s about a disobedient child sneaking downstairs. Second of all, the whole kissing thing is creepy
enough (Santa is married! This kid’s mom is a home-wrecker!) and it doesn’t really seem to bother the kid.
Thirdly, it contains eleven lines and weak rhymes.
“Santa’s Got A Semi”
I can only assume that this song was written up as some joke at a truck stop in Alabama. It found its way to
the radio. The rest is history.
“Funky Funky Christmas”
The New Kids on the Block. Five white guys rapping. About Christmas. It’s enough to make me a Grinch.
“Santa Baby”
This song is so annoying. It’s like the person is complaining because you just took the place they were gonna
place their next ornament, and it is somewhat essential to any future happiness for this to happen. It’s slow,
whiny, and very pathetic.
“All I Want For Christmas is You”
Literally, the plot to every Hallmark movie ever produced. It is Mariah Carey’s one significant contribution
to anything. Again, although it has strong vocals, it still gets so annoying that I have gut reflex to the
beginning of it. Also, it is the basis for sappy, cheesy, stereotypical flirting for guys for all time.

Nice
“Christmas Shoes”
I will readily admit I have teared up listening to this song. It is a beautiful, beautiful song that readily
embodies everything that Christmas is about. It hits on heaven, giving instead of receiving, and love. He’s
just so innocent. Great, now I’m tearing up again. *Blows nose* Just give me a minute.
“Please Come Home for Christmas”
The Eagles perfectly blend a festive sound with a bluesy tune to make a wonderful Christmas love song.
“White Christmas”
A solid classic Christmas song that virtually everyone knows the words to. A nice catchy beat that captivates
all who hear it, while it perfectly paints an ideal Christmas scenario. Plus, who can forget in Home Alone
when MacCauley Culkin admitted to what we all secretly do.
“Jingle Bell Rock”
A lively festive tune that gets everyone movin’ and groovin’ around the room. Guitar and a nice beat get
everyone in the mood for Christmas.
“Feliz Navidad”
Everyone as a kid sang this as loud as they could. Car rides were filled with mindless nonsensical rambling
during the intermittent parts and then belting Feliz Navidad on cue followed by, “I wanna wish you a Merry
Christmas.” And we never got sick of it. (And who can forget “The Police Shot My Dog”?)
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Winter weather is coming, or here.
Does it plague or bless?
Each day, I check if snow would appear.
It's almost a game to guess.
Some love that fluffy precipitation;
They see it as beauty, or a place of fun.
It falls upon each nation,
A sign the new year has almost begun.

Others hate the freezing snowstorms;
They aren't fans of the hat, the mitten, or coat.
Turned way up, the furnace warms,
Blizzards shut them in, they feel remote.
I, concerning the freezing flake,
Say, "Rather than shovel, I'd like to rake."

First World Problems
Olivia A.

So, I personally think these are funny, and I hope you do
too.
1) Broke chip in dip, sent in recon chip to save it. That
broke too.
2) My laptop is low on battery, but the charger is over
there.
3) My hand is too fat to fit into the pringles container so I
have to tilt it.
4) I can’t hear the TV while eating crunchy snacks.
5) My deli meat is round….but my bread is square.
6) My water is cold, but it’s not ice cold.
7) McDonald’s doesn’t deliver.
8) My teacher said he was gonna let us out of class early.
He didn’t let us out early.
9) My hair tie won’t go around my hair three times, but
it’s too loose when it’s only wrapped around twice.
10)My hair is so frizzy from the hour long shower I just
took.
11) I had too much food and now I’m tired.

RaNdoM
FACTS Julianna Hein

1) Lack of oxygen in the brain for 5 to 10 minutes results
in permanent brain
damage.
2) Bloomer, Wisconsin, is the jumprope capital of the
world.
3) A single ounce of wire can be made into a 60-mile long
wire.
4) The dolphin is the only mammal that gives birth with
the tail first instead of the
head.
5) We have only explored less than 5% of the earth’s
oceans. We have better maps
of Mars than we do of the ocean floor.
6) In the Wizard of Oz, the lion’s costume weighed around
100 pounds and was
made of real lion's skin.
7) Scientists suggest that most people will “fall in love”
approximately 7 times
before marriage.
8) There are over 1,000 different species of bats.
9) Giraffes only spend about 1 to 2 hours a day sleeping.
10)Your nose can remember 50,000 scents! (Who
counted?)
11) We spend about 10% of our waking hours with our
eyes closed blinking.
12) The number of eggs a female spider delivers can be
up to 3,000.

12) Eating food while driving. All green lights.
13) One pillow is too low. Two pillows is too high.
And finally, a Dwight Schrute memo to brighten up your day.

Red
Cup
Rant
Becca K.
Ah, winter, the season of snow-dusted grass, Rudolph, and pine trees. Coffee
shops everywhere are celebrating this time of year with special holiday drinks as well as
unique cups. Starbucks is no different. In the past, this Seattle-based coffee shop has
decorated their signature red cups with wintry emblems such as reindeer and snowmen.
. .until this year. Starbucks has abandoned their former designs and gone with a simple
red cup, or to be more precise, “a bright poppy color on top that shades into a darker
cranberry below.”
I personally thought these cups were pretty cool, and didn’t think anything was
inherently wrong with them. Soon afterwards, however, uproars occurred. Christians and conservatives alike claimed
that this new ombre design was the result of a politically correct mindset. Some also firmly believe that Starbucks is
refusing to celebrate Christmas. One woman tweeted, “I won’t be gifting any Starbucks Gift Cards 4 Christmas. . .Hate
Christians but love our money.” And another: “Since you’re running away from Christmas, I’m running from you!”
Others, however, applaud the all red cups for including more beliefs other than Christianity. Some mock the
outraged masses by sarcastically claiming Starbucks is forcing Christians to drink pagan lattes.
First of all, this is a perfect example of a first world conflict. Similarly to the white-gold/black-blue dress
dispute, people become upset and even outraged by the smallest of disagreements. It shows how humans will waste
their energy on ridiculous things like these.
Second of all, Christians are getting offended by something that is not meant to offend. Yes, I am a conservative
Christian; no, I am not offended. Starbucks has the right to decorate their cups however they want, and unless they’re
covering them with pentagrams and devils, I don’t have a problem with it. Starbucks is even keeping the color the
same, so these people must be either staunch traditionalists or extreme aestheticists to be outraged by these cups.
So here’s my summary: you go to Starbucks and get a delicious, toasty peppermint latte, but that’s not enough for you.
No, you want the cups to be the way they used to be. Hey, all you red cup haters? Focus all your attention and energy
on problems that need to be solved, like the American eighteen trillion dollar debt or the millions of people worldwide
who have not heard the Gospel. Those situations are longer-lasting and of more importance than your coffee cup.

Life of a Freshman: UpperclassmenKrystal
Observati
o
ns
Sydow

As new people on campus, some of the freshman have made observations about the students in the
sophomore, junior, and senior classes. How do the tiny freshman compare to the seniors of the school? How do the
freshman think these classes see them compared to how they actually see them?
SOPHOMORES
Basic Description: Strange and Nice and Special
Reasons for Description: Josh is Josh. People like Katherine and Stacey are really kind people. Everyone is special, in
his or her own way.
JUNIORS
Basic Description: Tall and Athletic
Reasons for Description: Most of them are taller than most of the freshman, and a majority of them are in sports or
other after-school activities. They’re the ones who make up most of the teams.
SENIORS
Basic Description: Funny and Energetic
Reasons for Description: They are always around campus doing something funny and energy-filled. They’re the ones
to start something or make you laugh.
So how do these classes see the freshman? What freshman think: Annoying and Clingy and Clueless
What juniors and seniors think: Some are pretty cool, some are annoying. Funny. Kind of weird as a whole. And Lily
Meyer is awesome! Unique.

Jocelyn
Marie
Gamble

Sam Lisak

Many of you are probably aware of who Jocelyn Gamble is, but most of you probably don’t know her as well
as I do. Now, I could probably just tell you about her, but I decided to give her a say just to make this
interview more credible.
Where, When? No! (then reluctantly) Burnsville, Minnesota, May 5, 1998
Why are you called Saucy? It started a few years ago, I don’t remember, I am what I am.
Why have you been limiting my articles? This is why (I’m touched).
What is your favorite high school memory? This moment, this interview is the best thing ever. (Hard to
argue with that)
Plans after high school? University of Minnesota for Communications and English.
What are 3 words that best describe you? Moody…..
What is one thing you wish you could do? Jump and hit the net. (Basketball or volleyball?)
Describe your ideal day? I can’t even imagine a good enough day.
Pet Peeve? Talking excessively.
Any quality advice? Quarantine yourself.
Did this interview live up to your expectations? Yes, this is exactly what I expected.

Favorites:
Prof: Schaller/Sullivan
Food: Meat pies
Movie: The Breakfast Club
Class: English 11
Card Game: 500
Book: Mere Christianity
Word: No!
Day of the Week: Saturday
Superhero: I don’t like them
Vegetable: No
Person who has interviewed you: Nope
Joci in 10 years:
Jon: A successful writer, married with seven kids
Matt: world famous psychologist
Olivia: Traveling the world while writing her best-selling
Novel carrying her bean bag chair around with her.

Kayla

Marie

Barthels
J: When and where?
KB: November 22, 1997, St. Louis, MO
L: Why did you decide to be a Cardinals fan?
KB: Yadier. Molina.
J&L: If you could live at the top of a mountain or
the bottom of the sea, which would you choose?
KB:Bottom of the sea. So I can be with Joci. And the
mountain is cold. J&L: .....
J&L: Describe yourself in three words.
KB: Do it for me. J: Chubbs. Karen. Nutella.
L: I’ll do it in four, “You gonna eat that?”
J&L: What is your best high school memory?
KB: Getting dormed sophomore year.
J&L: Finally, any advice for the youngins?
KB: Don’t stop eating.

Speed Round
Fork/Spoon: Spoon. Forks hurt me.
Hot/Cold: Hot
Track/Volleyball: Volleyball
Joci/Leah: Regina would hate me if I didn’t choose
her.
Nike/Under Armour: Nike
Color: Blue
Class: Brit Lit
Prof: Schierenbeck (he gave me a powerade once)
Movie: Baby Mama
Pump up song: “I don’t like it”- Flo Rida ft. Robin
Thicke & Verdina White
Dream job: marine biologist

10 years?
Joci: She’ll be living in the basement of my mansion, fat
from Nutella and metabolism that finally caught up
with her. She’ll have six dogs of various sizes hidden
down there, and will still be in denial that I’m the
better setter.
Leah: Kayla will be married and have little girls with
super thick beautiful brown hair. She will be coaching a
kick butt volleyball team where her players still call
her Stumpy sometimes.
Olivia: Kayla will live in Texas with her family. Her
children are super rockin’ at sports and she opens a
store called Sparkle and Glitter…(the name says
everything)
Jon: In ten years, Kayla will be happily married and
running a business that sells mismatched sparkly
socks, grossly oversized sweatshirts, and custom
headbands.

Phillip
John.

Schaller
James S.

James Schaser: Where and When?
Phil Schaller: Watertown, SD, October 16, 1997, at
approximately 6:30 am, about three hours after
Caleb Ohlmann
JS: How many siblings?
PS: One sister and two brothers, all of them older
than me.
JS: How did you get into the technology thing?
PS: I always liked taking stuff apart, and Robotics
and Dean Marzofka helped me pursue it further.
JS: What brings you joy in the morning?
PS: Coffee, tea, anything caffeinated.
JS: Oh….. so it is not seeing me every morning?
PS: That is certainly part of it. *Phil then fake
coughs while saying “not at all”*
JS: Now for the question I know everyone has been
wondering, “What goes into making egg burritos in
the morning?”
PS: I’m up at 4:00am, and after a quick shower I’m
down in the kitchen at 4:30 am. I crack about 120
eggs, and then I have to grill all of them up. After
that, I have to get the tortillas out, otherwise prep
and serve gets mad at me. At about 5:35 I’ll throw
the tater tots and sausage in. That is about it.
JS: And for all your hard work that goes into
making this breakfast fit for nobleman, I am sure
many people are thankful.
PS: Thanks?
JS: Now, switching gears to a very hot topic. What
are your thoughts on Trump?
PS: I think he is smart, but not Presidential
material.
At this point Sean Lillo came meandering through
the hallway, and I asked him if he wanted to help,
and he said, “Oh, yeah.”
SL: If you were a crayon, what type would you be?
PS: Forest Green
JS: Views on Christopher Nolan’s Batman?

PS: It was pretty good; he portrayed Batman
properly, which was nice.
SL: Nicholas Cage?
PS: His face is in way too many places.
FAVORITES!!!!
Pokemon: Charamander
SL: Bird: Snipe
Tree: Yew
IT Manager: Dean Marzofka
Favorite Mentor in Robotics: Dean Marzofka
Prof: Rodebaugh, by far.
Freshman Class: Prof Lau’s PE
Prof quote: “BE THE COW”- Prof Rodebaugh
PE Sport: Hockey

10 YEARS
Sean Lillo: Constantly in a dinosaur costume
slowly working his way up through the dino ranks
until he finally becomes the supreme leader of all
dinosaurs.
Carter: Doing something innovative and becoming
rich.
Tyler: Being big, buff, and somewhere important.

Marcus
Isaiah

Noeldner
Sam Lisak

Being the newest edition to our class, many of you probably don’t know much about Marcus other than the
Packers, so I am here to help you get to know him. This interview was done while he was gettin’ swoll
(increasing one’s muscular abilities) with his cousin Jesse.

Where, When? October 28, 1997, in Fort Collins, Colorado
Anything you miss about public school? The freedom we had, all the electives.
Anything you don’t miss? The people, they didn’t really care for religion or tolerate it much. It was evolution
oriented.
Would you care to describe “Marcus Music”? Modern rap mixed with 90s R&B
How did you get so good at rollerblading (for those unaware he can perform a variety of roller acts normally
performed by Cirque De Soleil)? I’ve been roller blading since I was 4; I did a lot as a kid. Favorite high school
memory? Too many to choose from. (Probably anything with me ;) )
Plans after high school? Becoming a police officer, not sure where I’m
going yet for education. Who is the Red Devil #ScreamQueens? Very
high probability it’s Chanel #1, but I can’t go wrong with Krampus.
Any Quality Advice? Branch out, the friends you make at ILC are more
important than you think.
Would you rather see Rodgers eventually go to the Vikings while he’s
still somewhat good or be a Jaguars fan for life? Jaguars fan for life.
Desert Island, 3 things, go? A friend, endless supply of steak, iPod. Why
do you ask so many questions? I don’t know.
Favorites
Bible Passage: Isaiah 41:10 Prof: Kranz
Food: Lot to choose from, elk steak
Class: Con Econ
TV Series: The Flash
2k Player: Gerald Green or Jimmy Butler
Go to Dance Move: Sidestep toe thing (He can demonstrate, just ask.)
Emoji: Smiley face with sunglasses
Fish: Hammerhead shark or blobfish
Mountain Range: Rockies
Candy: Swedish Fish
Marcus in 10 years
Jesse: Getting fast and loose in the hills of Colorado.
Bryan: Lifting all the time while in a serious relationship with a babe.
Calvin: After recovering from a creatine overdose, he resumes his job as part-time Chipotle CEO and part-time
head of Denver police.
Riley: Still running (And we may never know what he’s running from: the Vikings, responsibility, Ebola,
cartels, Krampus, but you can be 100% sure he’s running).

